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The modern period of Ukrainian economy development is characterized by the national progress priorities 
changing. Under the conditions of public and socio-economic globalization processes the world determines 
person`s development and high-quality contribution in human potential as a main factor of public process.   
Today the model of innovative development is represented by the achievement of development with such 
introduction as knowledge, technologies, scientific and technical developments, and others like that. The 
providing of the reproductive innovative cycle on new technological basis is one of the special requirements 
for character and rates of national innovative development. 
The other special requirements are social orientation provided by this reproductive cycle with the 
maximum effective innovative country potential usage, internal and external resources, achievement of the 
LED rates of development dynamics compared with the world leading countries according to the direction 
of progress in the world. 
The main government target is a creation  of legal base  for  the resources  concentration  in the state  on 
the leading  directions  of scientific and technological  moderating of production  and services  in  the 
country,  providing   internal and external market with innovative products.  
Directions of innovative activity  priority   in Ukraine oblige  executive power organs  of all levels to  create 
the  most helpful implementation for their realization. So the establishment of innovative development 
model of national economy will be provided by competitiveness and trajectory of steady development. This 
innovative model of development becomes the state imperative.  
There are more then two hundred different legal acts. National innovative legislation includes the norms of 
such laws as Constitution of Ukraine, Economic code, Law of Ukraine "About innovative activity", Law of 
Ukraine "About priority directions of innovative activity development in Ukraine. 
The main principles and conditions of state innovative policy are provided by Constitution. The article 54 
guarantees freedom of scientific and technical, and other types of creation, intellectual property defence, 
their copyrights for citizens. Article says that the state promotes science development, establishing 
scientific Ukraine connections with a world.  
Ukrainian national interests need immediate and effective  measures,   directed  on  the keeping of  its  
scientific and  technological   potential,  providing  more effective  use  for  overcoming  the crisis situations 
in economic and social development. Innovative activity is quite expensive. So Ukraine, having many 
budget problems, can`t provide innovative   transformation of the proper industries.   As   for non-state   
business   corporations   they are still   not interested in realization of long-term projects   which     would 
provide basic technological changes. That`s why there isn`t effective investing mechanism of technological 
changes.  And the government scientific and technical programs do not provide concrete end-point 
achievement. 
As a result we can see a linked circle: there is no money to provide innovative activity and there is no 
innovative activity in Ukraine to increase economic profit.  
